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We have partnered with an excellent source of suppliers for your Z needs. Each vendor is
carefully selected by their reputation, support, and great products. Some of our suppliers even
provide a discount to club members, so, be sure to tell them where you are from and provide
your membership number found on the main page after you log in. If you have a hobby or small
business building Z-related products or wish to discuss ideas for similar items. When you've
got something to say, chit chat, and simple talking among other like-minded members. Feeds
from other publishers, websites, and events. Check this area often for updates from other
related sites. By Geoff's z Started 2 hours ago. By jalexquijano Started Saturday at AM. By using
this site, you agree to our Terms of Use. We have placed cookies on your device to help make
this website better. You can adjust your cookie settings , otherwise we'll assume you're okay to
continue. Home Search In. All Activity Home Forums Forums. Z , posts. Discussions about the
first generation Z, the z z and z S Chasing engine issue in my 73 By Mark Maras , 1 hour ago. ZX
5, posts. Discussions about the zx and zx. JDM 2, posts. Forums dedicated to Z's from the
Japanese Domestic Market. Discussions about the series Datsun. Roadster posts. Datsun
Roadster discussion forum. Did anyone watch this auction? By go z racer, go , May 22, History
2, posts. Discussions dedicated to the history of the Z. Johan Cruijff's z May By lonetreesteve ,
February Aftermarket 3, posts. Racing 10, posts. Discussions and rumors around various Z cars
and products. Shop Talk posts. Discussions about your garage, tools, lifts, and anything to do
with the shop. Vendor Marketplace posts. Classified Ad Forums 28, posts. Garage Businesses
1, posts. Chatterbox 95, posts. Hollow fan blades? By grannyknot , 5 hours ago. Feeds 6, posts.
Video Center posts. Video links about the Zcar from us and outside sources. Regional Talk 12,
posts. Club Website 12, posts. Thinking about a new round of â€¦ By Yarb , January Technical
Articles 2, posts. Technical articles and how-to articles. Maryland Z Club Discussions 8 posts.
Club discussions. No posts here yet. Midwestern Z Club Z Chat 1 post. By moozieman , May 20,
Announcements We Need Your Support. Total Members. Total Topics. Chasing engine issue in
my Clutch pedal goes to the floor with no resistance, canmot engage 1st gear. Aug Series 1 Fuel
evaporator tank. L Series valve cover. L28 Oil Pan. Sign In Sign Up. Important Information By
using this site, you agree to our Terms of Use. I accept. I'm looking for a differential for my , yet
I cannot seem to find any for cars. What other years will fit in? Or where can I find one for my
car? That's a hard year to find. Do a part request with junkyarddoG. Give them the correct car
info. Check your email often. Sometimes it may come up in spam. They Will probably have your
part. If they don't or you change your mind reply to them anyways. If you ignore these guys they
will ignore you in the future. The best site for hard to find parts though. My zx will run. But, it is
not running good. If you remove the pto holes off it runs smooth. My question is what is the
problem? Hey guys I'm new to this I have a datsun zx with 42, miles, and it will sit and crank and
act like it wants to start but it won't start Will the stock fuel pump on my datsun zx have enough
pressure to get the v8 swap running. Putting in it with a edelbrock carb. I have a different car.
Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Nissan ZX - General. Start a new Nissan ZX question. Sell Your Car Yourself
With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Nissan ZX Questions. CarGurus Experts.
Know more, shop wisely Search. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1
of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? When they introduce The Datsun Z was
introduced to the US auto market in and was considered to be a true spor Garaged, senior
owned. New int Private Seller. Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This
Mercedes-Benz TD-T Wagon was with the original ownerfor 32 years before being acquired by
the seller, and it has resided in the Southwest and West since new. Power comes from a 3. The
Classic White exterior and black leather interior areoriginal to the car. Work performed within
the past five years consists of a new fan clutch, front shocks, idler arm, cooling system, fuel
lines, dash pad, rear window tint, and more. This third-series W shows under k miles and is
offered with the original window sticker and purchase documents and a clear Nebraska title in
the seller's name. This Mercury Montclair hardtop coupe is an older restoration finished in
two-tone Classic White over Persimmon. Power comes froma ci V8 paired with a three-speed
Merc-O-Matic automatic transmission, and it presentswith a two-tone vinyl interior, rear fender
skirts, power steering,a Continental kit, and a dual exhaust with glass pack mufflers. This
Montclair is now offered by the selling dealer with a clean California title. This Buick Wildcat
convertible has spent the majority of its life in Florida and is finished in white over a red vinyl
interior. Power comes froma ci NailheadV8 paired with a 2-speed automatic transmission.
Equipment includes a replacementconvertible top, power steering andbrakes, and air
conditioning. Now located in Annandale, Minnesota, this Wildcat is offered by the selling

dealeron a clean Minnesota title. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and
is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a
White top and has new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are
separated by a custom center console and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea
retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists
ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This
Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. By boosted , January 9 in Miscellaneous Tech. A few weeks ago I picked
up a zx turbo and was planning to rip out the motor and install it in my z with the ms 2 system I
have and convert it over to e The msq and e85 have been the plans for a while. Any thoughts on
what you guys would do? If they are both similar in condition you should keep the z. The zx has
less support from companies for parts. Possibilities are endless with the s30 chassis. You could
always get the zx running and just drive it while you get the z ready for the motor swap. I have
thought about keeping both and selling the msq so I could vq swap the z and take my time on
building it exactly how I want it from the start. We can't make those sorts of decisions for you
but in my experience a project car should be built as a hobby, not as a job. It helps heaps if you
have another car that can be used as a sort of substitute while building The Project. Agree with
everything the others have said, and I'd like to stress the point made by G-Tech You can post
now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as
plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or
insert images from URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted
January 9. Link to post Share on other sites. This is HybridZ and we're a bunch of degenerates,
so of course you should engine swap it. G-Tech 4 Posted January 9. Posted January Posted
February Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert
image from URL. Followers 1. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. I have a '83 zx pretty much
stock everything except for the engine stuff turbo and intercooler. My car drives like a bowl off
jello, and I wanted to buy new shocks and springs. I found out that KYB shocks are everywhere,
there is some Gabriels as well on some sites. There are some AC delcos listed in a few place,
but back order everywhere.. Unfortunately, you're finding that there's not a lot of off-the-shelf
performance spring options for the ZX, which is the unfortunate fact of life. Most guys end up
converting to adjustable coilovers to give them a wider selection of spring sizes and rates. If
that option does not appeal to you, I'd try replacing the shocks and see how much difference
that makes. If your current shocks are worn out, a good performance shock can really make a
big difference in how the car handles. You can even search to find a good deal on Konis. So do
yourself a favor and order that before you take everything apart. Hi Supernova, thought I would
give you a little more info on this topic. I am running KYB's non adjustable in the rear. And Koni
yellows fully adjustable in the front. Both front and back have the 1" drop Eibach pro kit
springs. This tells me that some cars might see no where near that or my not lower the car at all.
This is the case for my current setup. The springs actually seemed to raise the car up a bit. I just
changed the rear shocks and I think the new ones who aren't busted to hell like the old ones, no
support or absorbtion left in those,? I just measured, and with stock sized tires, there is 4. That
gives you an idea or what a stock car should be. Eyeballing it, it seems to me that you might be
a little lower than that. I'd be curious to see how much a brand new stock z had Maybe they just
had so much clearance that even a mild lowering spring makes a much wider gap than newer
cars have.. I'll post then, to give impressions.. You should always get full weight on the
suspension and roll the car back and forth before evaluating changes. Make sure the shocks
aren't binding by moving the car up and down. And consider tire size, a smaller tire will lower
the car but make the gap bigger in the arch. Best to measure from the rocker panel to the
ground if you're talking about lowering. Don't blend lowering with tire gap. That's one of those
"point of no return" things. With my stock shocks and springs, I have about 5" of ground
clearance at the "frame rails". Everything is original. I'm hoping my suspension hasn't sagged
too much. We'll see after the install. Defeats the point of having a kit, but, hey, not my store. Are
you saying that some people cut the shock tubes which are the things in which you originally
have the shocks, and in which you insert the new shock cartridge. The thing that goes from the
ball joint to the spring and ultimately to the shock tower? I guess if you keep stock height
springs, cutting the shock tube would shrink the overall height of the strut assembly. Let us
know if your lowering kit has actually lowered anything, or if, due to old setup sag, you end up

getting a slight raise.. Stay postedâ€¦. I realized my wording wasn't very good. If I want to go
with an aftermarket adjustable coilover, you have to cut the front shock tubes, and have a
sleeve welded in its place. Fortunately the rears don't have this "cut and weld" requirement.
S30s you had to do the cut and weld front and rear. I'm glad I found this thread. Just purchased
a pristine 83 Base and the rear shocks definitely need to be replaced. So Amazon and Rockauto.
I'm in Canada, so obviously the price itself is different, but the deals might be too. I know that
amazon, after I bought the shocks, raised it's prices the prices were lowered since, I guess it
realized I wasn't buying a second set. They have to be shipped in from Indiana or somewhere. I
haven't determined if I need front shocks, but I should look into it. I just finished installing mine,
actually, but I finished at 2am last night. Tonight I suspect I suggest anyone try to simply pry the
transverse link down with the tension rod on first. I could email you one if you need it I did have
a hard time putting the nut back on because the rubber bushings that came with the shocks
were too thick, I did end up cutting I think two per side to about half their thickness.. I finished
the job last night, and took her out today. What a change. It's no F1 or lowered monster, but it
doesn't squat like it used to when I start off it went from what felt like inches to. BUT most
importantly, it'll now stick to the road. That's what it felt like anyways, and it wasn't reassuring.
Now, it feels like any other newer car, and follows the road and sticks to it, mostly. It's very
satisfying. I can't compare to the stock shocks new , but the KYB are very satisfactory. I will get
some pics once the wifey approves the purchase. That would be fun You can post now and
register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text
instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert
images from URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic.
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